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TECHNOLOGY IN MOTION

The C-TS combined door lock - the fabricators choice

DOOR LOCKS

C-TS DOOR LOCK
FOR  PVC, TIMBER 

& COMPOSITE
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a new generation of innovative door locks.

put your company‘s name and reputation to is a very important 
decision that every factory manager or buyer goes through. 

value. A product that is easy to handle, easy to store, easy to order 
and easy to install and adjust, giving you and your colleagues the 

 

combined door lock we spoke to Paul and many other fabricators 
just like him, we listened to them and used their valuable feedback 

Salzburg, Austria. 
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fabrication of a wide range of easy to operate door styles from 
a single multipoint door lock.

Highly secure multipoint locking system
Single function lock for use as a lift lever or split  
spindle operated door lock
Smaller compact central lockcase
The dead bolt is operated from the lever handle reducing 
the force required to lock the door

 
required to latch the door

 
process without the need for tools
The spindle pack controls the function of the lock:

 Solid spindle bar = lever lever function

 Split spindle pack = split spindle function

Combined lift lever and split spindle door lock
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Further features of the MACO PROTECT C-TS combined door lock.

Non handed lock design
Reduced operating forces through
- Increased handle movement
- MACO ‘D’ drive technology
Suitable for both sprung and unsprung handle sets

Forged steel dead locking hook bolts
Passive hook design for security and not weather performance
Compression and weather performance via MACO standard locking cams
Small compact hook case design

Combined lift lever and split spindle door lock
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Setting new standards in door lock technology

door locks.
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For PVC and 12mm air gap timber and composite doors MACO have developed a new
range of combined hook and cam striker plates.

Cams are located next to steel hooks and the gasket compression is achieved through
the cams, the hooks act as a passive security device and do not have any responsibility
for compressing the weather seals. The result is a high performing, high security door that
operates with the lightest of forces and its operation is the same for 2 or 4 cam door locks.

The C-TS combined hook and cam strike gives unrivalled levels of adjustment, the
gasket compression can be easily adjusted by +/- 1.5mm using a 4mm allen key, a further

thing of the past.

Unique strike design
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C-TS combined hook and cam strikers 
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